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[1] Earth’s background vibrations at frequencies below
about 0.5 Hz have been attributed to ocean-wave energy
coupling into the ground and propagating as surface waves
and P-waves (compressional waves deep within the Earth).
However, the origin and nature of seismic noise on land at
frequencies around 1 Hz has not yet been well studied.
Using array beamforming, we analyze the seismic noise
fields at two remote sites (Parkfield and the Mojave Desert)
in California, for durations of one and six months
respectively. We find that (1) the seismic background
noise at about 0.6– 2 Hz consists of a significant amount of
continuous P-waves originating offshore, and (2) the power
of the P-wave noise is highly correlated with the offshore
wind speed, demonstrating that these high-frequency Pwaves are excited by distant ocean winds. Our result
suggests a land-based seismological proxy for monitoring
oceanic weather. Citation: Zhang, J., P. Gerstoft, and P. M.
Shearer (2009), High-frequency P-wave seismic noise driven by
ocean winds, Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L09302, doi:10.1029/
2009GL037761.

1. Introduction
[2] Probing the origin and propagation of Earth’s background vibrations (seismic noise) has traditionally been
performed for improving earthquake detection (see review
by Webb [2002]), evaluating seismic hazard (see review by
Bonnefoy-Claudet et al. [2006]), and more recently for
imaging Earth structure [e.g., Shapiro et al., 2005; Sabra
et al., 2005; Courtland, 2008]. Seismic noise from the
Earth’s hum (2 –7 mHz) to the microseism peaks (0.05 –
0.5 Hz) has been associated with ocean wave activities in
both theory and observations [e.g., Longuet-Higgins, 1950;
Webb and Cox, 1986; Tanimoto, 2007a, 2007b; Webb,
2007; Toksoz and Lacoss, 1968; Haubrich and McCamy,
1969; Friedrich et al., 1998; Rhie and Romanowicz, 2004;
Bromirski et al., 2005; Gerstoft and Tanimoto, 2007]. Most
studies focus on surface-wave energy in seismic noise,
although body waves were observed as early as the sixties
[Toksoz and Lacoss, 1968; Haubrich and McCamy, 1969;
Iyer and Healy, 1972]. Recent efforts using seismic arrays
have confirmed that P-wave seismic noise correlates well
with seasonal sea-state [Koper and de Foy, 2008; Landès et
al., 2008] and can even be used to track distant storms in the
open ocean [Gerstoft et al., 2006, 2008].
[3] Such connections between seismic observations and
oceanic conditions could be made more precise through
analysis of higher-frequency seismic data. It has been
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observed that deep ocean noise at about 0.2– 16 Hz correlates with local ocean winds [McCreery et al., 1993; Wilcock
et al., 1999; Bromirski et al., 2005; Dahm et al., 2006;
Vassallo et al., 2008]. The theory for pressure fluctuations
arising from the nonlinear ocean wave interactions [LonguetHiggins, 1950] has been extended to 1 Hz gravity waves by
Webb and Cox [1986], and even to small capillary waves by
Farrell and Munk [2008]. Depending upon the propagation
efficiency of these waves, one might observe P-wave
seismic noise at these high frequencies on land as well,
generated from direct coupling of the deep-sea pressure
fluctuations. Here we show terrestrial observations from
California of continuous P-wave seismic noise at 0.6– 2 Hz,
which exhibit strong correlation with the ocean wind
immediately offshore.

2. Data Processing and Method
[4] We analyze vertical-component seismic noise recorded
at two small-aperture arrays in California (Figure 1a, Parkfield: !11 km aperture, mid-January to mid-February in
2002; Mojave Desert Calico Fault experiment: !4 km
aperture, 6 months of data in 2006 [see Cochran et al.,
2009]). We apply array beamforming [Gerstoft et al., 2008]
to measure the noise power as a function of frequency, time,
azimuth, and slowness. Based on the response to a vertically
incident 1 Hz plane wave, the 3-dB beam width is 0.08 s/km
for the Parkfield array and 0.12 s/km for the Calico Fault
array.
[5] At Parkfield, the data were sampled at 0.025 s and
split into 900-s windows. Energy of strong occasional
signals (e.g., earthquakes) was reduced by truncating the
amplitudes at 4 times their standard deviations, which
preserves most of the noise energy. At the Calico Fault
array in the Mojave Desert, the data were sampled at 0.02 s
and split into 1-hour windows. Note that for the Mojave
Desert data, time-domain normalization and spectral whitening are essential to reveal the P-wave noise but remove
absolute amplitude. Thus, we consider only the Parkfield
results when analyzing the noise power.

3. Results
[6] Slowness-azimuth spectra from 1-hour noise windows (Figure 1b) show that most 0.6– 2 Hz noise energy
at Parkfield comes from the coastal direction at a horizontal
slowness of !0.2 s/km, i.e., a velocity of !5 km/s.
Assuming a local/regional source, such a fast phase velocity
is consistent only with P-waves that arrive from beneath the
array. A similar beamformer pattern is observable at the
Mojave array (Figure 1c), showing coastal noise energy
arriving as P-waves. Assuming a seismic velocity versus
depth model, these slownesses could be used to estimate
distances to the noise source, but crustal velocity hetero-
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Figure 1. P-wave seismic noise and earthquakes observed
from array beamforming. (a) Map of the Parkfield and
Mojave arrays (triangles), as well as two earthquakes
(stars) for comparison with noise observations. Slownessazimuth spectra at 0.7– 1.6 Hz are shown for (b) noise
field at the Parkfield array; (c) noise field at the Mojave
array; (d) P-wave part of a coastal earthquake (July 13, 2002)
at the Parkfield array; and (e) P-wave part of a coastal
earthquake (September 18, 2006) at the Mojave array.
Example waveforms of the noise and earthquakes are shown
in the inserts. The power-scale is dB.
geneities can bias these estimates. To correct for this, we
calibrate the beamformer output using earthquakes with
known locations in order to provide reference points for
tracking the noise sources. For example, two coastal earthquakes (Figure 1a) match closely with the noise in the
beamformer results. The P-wave of a coastal earthquake
(July 13, 2002; ML 1.8; 66 km SW of the Parkfield array)
shows a slowness of !0.2 s/km (Figure 1d), implying that
the source of the P-wave noise observed at Parkfield is
located at a similar distance from the array, i.e., offshore. A
similar conclusion holds for the P-wave noise observed at
the Mojave array, as the P-wave of a coastal earthquake
(September 18, 2006; ML 2.7; 203 km SW of the Mojave
array) shows a slowness of !0.18 s/km (Figure 1e).
[7] In Figure 2, we analyze the energy distribution of the
P-wave noise at Parkfield derived from beamforming. From
the microseism band to 2 Hz, the total noise power shows
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both single-frequency (SF) and double-frequency (DF)
peaks, and then decreases smoothly at high frequencies
(Figure 2a). The non-dispersive P-wave energy at !0.2 s/km
from !0.6 to !1.9 Hz is clearly revealed in the demeaned
slowness-frequency spectrum (Figure 2b). Slowness-azimuth
spectra in Figure 2c indicate a consistent coastal direction.
The peak spreads about 45! in azimuth, indicating a wide
source region. It should be noted that the high-frequency
P-wave noise, although 40 –60 dB weaker than the microseism energy (Figure 2a), is not accompanied by any visible
surface-wave energy (slower phases). A likely explanation
for this is that the P-waves are generated by deep-sea
pressure fluctuations, which travel nearly vertically to
the ocean bottom and thus are more efficient at generating
P-waves than surface waves.
[8] This high-frequency P-wave energy is continuous in
time. For example at Parkfield, despite occasional peaks due
to random noise sources, the slowness of the peak spectrum
(1 – 1.3 Hz) derived from 1-month data is consistently
!0.2 s/km (Figure 3a), while the azimuth of the energy
spreads from !225! to !270! (Figure 3b). The peak power
of the noise spectrum is shown in Figure 3c. There is no
distinct diurnal/weekly variation, which is often associated
with cultural noise. Furthermore, as this P-wave noise is
dominant around 1 Hz, the noise power (RMS) observed
from an individual Parkfield sensor reveals almost the same
temporal variation of this P-wave energy (Figure 3d) as that
observed from array-beamformed peaks (Figure 3c), and
with a correlation-coefficient (CC) of 0.92.
[9] The beamforming results lead us to the open ocean to
seek the source of the Parkfield P-wave noise. In Figure 4
we show that the high-frequency P-wave noise at Parkfield
strongly correlates with the offshore winds more than 60 km
(Parkfield to the coastline) away toward the southwest. Note
that this differs from microseisms that have been found
correlating with significant wave heights. We calculated the
CC of the P-wave noise power with the wind speeds at
several Pacific sites and land sites. The offshore wind data
include both the in situ measurements at the buoys documented by the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC), and the
hindcast wind fields for the Wave Information Studies
(WIS) program conducted by the Coastal and Hydraulics
Laboratory. The data for land sites are available from the
National Climatic Data Center.
[10] It can be seen in Figure 4a that, in general, Pacific
sites SW of Parkfield all show high correlations, in agreement with the direction of the noise observed from beamforming (225 –270!). In contrast, the correlation is poor at
all land sites. Although both the speed and direction of the
wind are probably relatively homogeneous over a broad
region of ocean, Figure 4a shows that the highest correlation
(CC = 0.88) is obtained at a site with azimuth 248! (WIS
192), suggesting that the offshore winds with the shortest
distance to Parkfield may contribute most to the P-wave
noise at Parkfield. We also found that each WIS hindcast
wind provides higher correlation than its nearby buoy wind.
A reasonable explanation is that the hindcast winds, as
developed by considering all available wind measurements
and interpolated to a 1-degree spatial grid (J. L. Hanson and
R. E. Jensen, Wave system diagnostics for numerical wave
models, paper presented at the 8th International Workshop
on Wave Hindcasting and Forecasting, Environment Canada,
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Figure 2. One-day (Julian Day 15, 2002) Parkfield noise spectra derived from beamforming. (a) Power spectrum. SF,
single-frequency microseism peak; DF, double-frequency microseism peak; (b) slowness-frequency spectrum (dB)
demeaned at each frequency, which emphasizes energy phases rather than absolute power; (c) slowness-azimuth spectra (in
relative dB) for the frequencies around 1.0, 1.5, and 1.9 Hz respectively.
Oahu, Hawaii, 2004), represent a broad-surface average at
each point and thus correlate better with the P-wave noise that
is likely generated over a large sea area.
[11] Example time series of the wind speeds, wind directions, and significant wave heights are shown in Figure 4b
for the WIS 192 and its nearby buoy 46028. The wind
direction is relatively stable (from NW) over time. The
significant wave height shows clear differences from the
wind speed, as it is dominated by swells that originate from
distant storms. Besides the high CC values, the strong
correlation of the P-wave noise power at 1 and 1.5 Hz with
the wind speed at the WIS 192 is evidenced by a comparison of their time series in Figures 4c and 4d respectively,
demonstrating that the high-frequency P-wave seismic noise
at Parkfield is generated by the ocean winds off the coast.
The scatter plots of power in dB as a function of wind speed
are also shown, suggesting that the increase in noise power
with wind speed is roughly 1 dB per m/s.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
[12] It is likely that the wind energy couples into the
P-wave noise via wind-generated ocean waves. At 1 – 2 Hz,
the ocean waves have wavelengths of about 1.5 – 6 m and
are generated by local ocean winds, in contrast to the much
longer wavelengths (!150 m) and stronger swells generated
by distant storms. In Figures 4c–4d, an empirical powerlaw form log P = c + b " V a (P is noise power and V is wind
speed) fits the data well for ‘‘a’’ close to but likely less than
1. This may reflect saturation of noise power for higher
wind speed, though less strong than for McCreery et al.
[1993]. It is also noteworthy that the correlation lag-time of
the full-length time series is about 3 hours, which may

Figure 3. Temporal variations of the Parkfield noise at
1.0– 1.3 Hz. (a) Slowness, (b) azimuth, and (c) power of the
peak energy from beamforming. In Figures 3b and 3c,
points corresponding to the slowness within 0.19 – 0.21 s/
km (lines in Figure 3a) are in red. (d) RMS power of the
noise recorded at a single station of the Parkfield array. The
dB scale for Figures 3c and 3d is arbitrary.
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Figure 4. Correlation of the Parkfield P-wave noise power with the wind speeds at some offshore and onshore sites.
(a) Map of the Parkfield array (triangle) and some wind stations (circles with blue for 8 WIS stations, pink for a NDBC
buoy, and yellow for 4 land sites). The circle size indicates the correlation-coefficient (CC) at 1 Hz for each station as
marked. (b) The wind speeds, wind directions, and significant wave heights at the WIS 192 and at its nearby NDBC buoy
46028. (c) Time series of 1 Hz noise power versus wind speed at the WIS 192. (d) 1.5 Hz noise power versus wind speed at
the WIS 192. (e) 1 Hz noise power versus 0.4 Hz wave energy (dB, relative to 1 m2/Hz) at the buoy 46028.
reflect the response time of the wind-generated waves.
However, the lag-time appears uneven and seems to be
longer when the wind is decreasing rapidly (e.g., Julian Day
24 and 37), which agrees with the wind-wave behavior

suggested by Young [1999], i.e., a slower response of the
ocean-wave spectrum to a decrease than to an increase in
wind speed.
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[13] The simplest generation mechanism is the direct
coupling of the vertical pressure fluctuations due to nonlinear wave-wave interaction [Longuet-Higgins, 1950]. Such
pressure fluctuations peak at twice the ocean wave frequency.
As the P-wave energy peaks near 1 Hz, in Figure 4e we
compare the P-wave noise power at Parkfield with the ocean
wave energy at 0.4 Hz (upper limit of spectral wave density
data from buoy 46028, which corresponds to 0.8 Hz seismic
frequency) and find a strong correlation as well (CC = 0.83).
This agrees with the Longuet-Higgins hypothesis. However
given the uniform wind direction (Figure 4b), it is not yet
clear if the open-ocean wind waves propagate at sufficiently
different directions to create wave-wave interaction.
[14] As wind blows over broad regions, P-waves should
be also generated in the ocean outside of the observed
azimuth range (225– 270!). However, these P-waves would
attenuate more due to their longer propagation distance to
the array, and thus generally appear weaker in the beamformer output. Although observed at the Mojave array as
well (!200 km to the coast), how far inland this type of
energy can be detected will depend upon the strength of the
originating winds, the attenuation of the P-waves with
distance, and the amplitude of other possible noise sources.
[15] The strong correlation between the P-wave noise and
the ocean wind speed potentially allows seismic stations on
land to be used for measuring offshore winds, of which the
daily fluctuations are reasonably well captured (Figures 4c
and 4d). These observations suggest it should be possible to
further study the mechanism of how wind-generated ripples
can reach the sea floor by using a seismic array designed to
image energy for higher frequencies, without the need of
ocean-bottom deployments [Elgar, 2008]. Moreover, recent
advances in imaging Earth’s structure using cross-correlation
of seismic noise have focused on surface waves, while
efforts to extracting Earth’s response from body-wave noise
are still rare. The observations of P-wave seismic noise from
this work and elsewhere suggest that analysis of body-wave
noise may provide new avenues for probing Earth’s
structure.
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